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The restaurant from New York City offers 17 different menus and drinks on the menu at an average price of
$16.3. What Thomas Mampilly likes about Gopchang Story Bbq:

I got the intestine and tripe soup. it was very good. I would definitely recommend it. in terms of service, the
restaurant was just so so, not very attentive service. but I get it because the restaurant was busy when I ate
there. read more. In beautiful weather you can even eat in the outdoor area. What User doesn't like about

Gopchang Story Bbq:
Seriously the best kbbq in ktown, everytime I come great food and service. Even if you do not like intestines they

have traditional kbbq options like porkbelly and beef shortribs. We got the classic and marinated assorted
intestines, and the spicy grilled chicken as a side, all amazing!!! read more. Lovers of Korean cuisine are right at

home here: The range includes Kimchi, a variety of diverse variations of Bap, alongside a multitude of tasty
Jjigae that please the taste buds, and you may look forward to the tasty classic seafood cuisine. Would you

rather enjoy the food in your own four walls or on a special occasion like a big birthday party? Thanks to the in-
house catering, that's easily possible, The barbecue is freshly grilled here on an open flame.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
SPRITE $2.0

Mai� Dishe�
KIMCHI JJIGAE $15.0

Desser�
PANCAKE

Noodle�
YUKHOE NEANG MYOEN $23.0

So� drink�
COCA-COLA $2.0

Soup
SEAFOOD SOONDUBU $16.0

Gu� S� (Noodle�)
MUL NAENG MYEON $16.0

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ SAUCE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Appet�er�
PORK DUMPLINGS $11.0

HAEMUL PAJOEN $17.0

Dinner Gu� (Grille� Tabl�
Top)
DAECHANG-GUI (SINGLE) $31.0

COMBO-GUI (SINGLE) $31.0

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

TOFU

TRAVEL

BEEF
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